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Abstract 

 

Life on the Frontier: From Start to Not-Yet-Finished on The West 

 

Nathaniel Joseph Pesina, M.F.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor: Cynthia McCreery 

 

Abstract: This master’s report will explore the process of writing my thesis script 

The West, from the initial conception of the idea as a feature film, to various versions of 

an hour long pilot and, finally, to its current 61 page iteration. I will examine this process 

in order to better understand my development process in writing, discover what still 

works and what does not work in the current draft as well as how I have grown as a 

writer while writing this script.  
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Prologue: The State of Texas and the Process  

Having a home is easy for some people and harder for others. I fall somewhere in 

the middle. My parents met in the Army while stationed in Germany and that’s where I 

was born. After that I lived in Texas, California, Germany again, Kentucky and then 

Texas again. My parents didn’t own a house until I was 19 years old and by then, I’d had 

so many different yards, schools, neighborhoods, favorite restaurants and movie theaters 

that it didn’t make much of a difference. When people would ask me where I was from, I 

would say, “I don’t have a good answer for that.” And then launch into what I just wrote 

there. I think it’s what made the films of Woody Allen so immediately appealing to me. 

The man loves his home: New York City. It radiates even in the frames of films that 

aren’t Manhattan. And I think this is why I eventually decided that Texas would be my 

home.  

My father is from Dallas and it was a constant in a life full of moving. My 

favorite sports teams are Dallas area teams and it’s a place I can drive around without 

needing any direction. When I decided I wanted to be a screenwriter, I looked to Texas to 

be a muse for me. I wanted something that I could always mine stories from and Texas 

has a long, rich history. There is a small faction within it that wants to see it become its 

own country and if nothing else, it certainly has the history for it. That history drew me in 

in many ways and it’s what led me to my thesis script, The West – which ironically, now 

takes places in Oklahoma. However, it was the history of Texas that fostered my curiosity 

in the backstory for the story I am attempting to tell – a story about people who found it 

very hard to have a home.   

 As hard as it was to explain where I was from, I’ve also found it hard to explain to 

others and to myself the process of coming up with and executing a piece of 
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screenwriting. Whereas I used to just start something and write it to its end with little 

workshopping beyond polishing, graduate school taught me that ideas would begin and 

change with the drop of a critical piece of feedback from a classmate or professor. The 

story of The West has gone through many starts, stops and changes and it’s not unlikely 

that there are more on the way. The following chapters will attempt to tell the story of 

how this idea started, what’s influenced it and how it’s evolved and changed, both when I 

wanted it to and when I didn’t want it to.  
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Chapter 1: The Camping Trip  

In the spring of 2014, a few months before I would start graduate school at the 

University of Texas at Austin, but after I found out I was accepted I found myself 

attempting to make an important decision: where I would go camping that summer.  

Living in Austin at the time, my choices were relegated to state and/or national parks in 

Texas which led me to a list of said parks. On the list was “Palo Duro Canyon State Park” 

which mentioned that it was the site of the Battle of Palo Duro Canyon. There is 

something alluring about the word “battle.” Was it a battle in the Mexican-American 

War? The Civil War? Secret World War II battle?  

Turned out the answer was none of the above and the Battle of Palo Duro Canyon 

– a canyon in the Texas panhandle – was a decisive battle in the Red River War.  

I’d lived in Texas for a large part of my childhood, but unlike most born and 

raised Texans, I’d missed out on the chance to take the mandated Texas history class. 

Maybe I would know what this Red River War was if I’d been so lucky as to take that 

class. My own research revealed that the Red River War was the result of conflict that 

had been brewing between Texans and the Comanche – a group of Plains Indians. The 

conflict was essentially as a result of the government attempting to force the Comanche 

people onto reservations across the Plains, which the Comanche people became quickly 

disillusioned with due to a variety of reasons including not receiving what they were 

promised from the government and just not wanting to adapt to a reservation-based 

lifestyle. This caused a band of Comanche to leave the reservation under the leadership of 

a priest and rising warrior, Quanah Parker. The US government sent their own Army after 

them under the leadership of Colonel Ranald Mackenzie, who was very experienced 

when it came to pursuing Comanche raiders. This particular conflict led to the 
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aforementioned Battle of Palo Duro Canyon where Colonel Mackenzie located the 

Comanche band he’d been chasing for months camped out at the bottom of the canyon.  

The US Army had both the numbers and the element of surprise on the Comanche 

band, which included women and children. Shots were exchanged between the two 

groups, but the Comanche were forced to flee, leaving behind winter provisions, food 

and, most importantly, around 1,500 horses.  

Colonel Mackenzie, knowing the Comanche would do anything to get the horses 

back (they were horse warriors after all, they depended on them), kept some of the best 

horses for himself and for some of the scouts, but ordered the remaining 1300 or so shot 

to death.  

This is the story I read about while trying to find a place to camp. And it shocked 

me in a way that many war stories do not. 1,300 horses. It was a remarkable and 

horrifying revelation. One of the casualties of war that you don’t often read about and it 

stayed with me. For some reason, I found myself thinking about it even as we decided not 

to camp at Palo Duro Canyon State Park. I wondered about those rows of soldiers who 

enlisted in the Army to fight people, and found themselves executing over one thousand 

horses in the Texas panhandle. And it was that thought that led to the first version of this 

story.   
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Chapter 2: The Original Pitch  

I was living in Fort Worth, Texas when I decided to move to Austin and apply to 

the MFA program at the University of Texas. A requirement for applying to the program 

was a feature length screenplay. I really wanted to apply to the program, but I had yet to 

write a feature length screenplay. I had written and directed two short films during my 

undergraduate studies; films I now realize are both poorly written and directed. 

Nevertheless, they had an impact on my writing at the time: they had me thinking like a 

director instead of a writer, and I was applying to graduate school to be a writer. The 

script I wrote for my application (which did help earn me a spot in the program) was 

written in a very visual way: paragraphs of stage direction, sparse dialogue, camera 

direction and more to be sure. So when I was thinking about writing this Palo Duro/Red 

River War story, I started thinking about it in a visual way first.  

The state of Texas is a diverse muse. You’d be hard pressed to find landscapes 

and imagery more inspiring to a writer looking to put a Western war film to the page. Just 

looking at Google image search results for Palo Duro Canyon was enough to spur what 

was then my version of outlining: shots and visual scenes. I saw soldiers marching in 

columns, dehydrated and uninspired. I picked up TR Fehrenbach’s Comanches: The 

History of a People from BookPeople in Austin as my main initial guide to the war and 

allowed it to put even more images into my head.  

The images heavily featured my initial protagonist: a young soldier named Henry, 

probably in his mid to late 20s. He had enlisted to fight in this conflict because his family 

had been the victims of a Comanche attack when he was just a boy and he was out for 

revenge. His problem was that he wasn’t a man built for revenge or the Army really. He 

would become too afraid to shoot during skirmishes and was mild-mannered in contrast 
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to the violent men that he served with. There was also one notable element I had 

ingrained in his character: he loved horses and he wanted to be a part of a cavalry. Of 

course, the ultimate cinematic tragedy was to be that in his quest for revenge, he would 

end up finding it only in the form of killing animals that he too loved.  I did have the 

three acts sketched out in my head to some degree, but not much structure besides that:  

1. Henry, a private in the Army, serves as part of an Army column searching 

for an off-reservation Comanche war band.  

a. Problems: No inciting incident; this is an opening scene, not 

something that will fill 30 pages 

2. Henry takes part in some small skirmishes with Comanche who attack 

during the night. Eventually, they come across a Mexican gun trader who 

is tortured for information by Colonel Mackenzie.  

a. Problems: Second acts need to fill around 45-60 pages and this 

could fill 15 at most.  

3. The group discovers the Comanche band at the bottom of Palo Duro 

Canyon and chase them out. They shoot the horses and Henry is sad.  

a. Problems: I still actually feel that this to be an objectively good act 

three, but it doesn’t change that there is nothing leading up to it.  

So what I had was a very long, very expensive short film in my head. Only I 

didn’t see that yet. What I did see was what could essentially be a silent film living 

through the images of the desolate Texas landscape. It was basically my version of 

Terence Malick’s The Thin Red Line. And that was what I thought my next step needed 

to be: watching The Thin Red Line. If you’re unfamiliar with the works of Terence 

Malick, I can tell you from observation and experience that his films make terribly 

ineffective model movies. Aside from his first film, Badlands, they do not adhere to any 
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traditional form of structure and The Thin Red Line is further towards the “visuals and 

voiceover only” phase of his career. In fact, it took years to edit and the initial cut was 

close to six hours. This was not a movie I needed to be modeling writing after.  

Aside from the structural problems, the other thing to consider in this initial 

conception was the choice of protagonist. A version of Henry still exists in the current 

draft of The West, but he is a co-lead with the Comanche character, Adoette. In this draft 

(which was then called Palo Duro), there were no Comanche characters. There are many 

reasons why I might’ve had this narrow perspective, the first being, as I’ve since learned, 

that the initial conception of a story is often the easiest version to imagine. I took a fiction 

writing class in undergrad where my professor frequently railed against the idea to write 

what you know and encouraging us to instead write what we didn’t. Get out of our 

comfort zone and find new stories to tell. I thought I was doing this by simply going back 

in time, but I was still in a comfort zone. I was still writing for a white, male protagonist. 

I was writing a Comanche story without the Comanche. However, aside from the pure 

negligence on my part to really dig in and find how the Comanche could fit more in this 

version of the story, I was legitimately interested in the execution of these horses by the 

Army.  

My father was in the Army and served in two wars and he’s not your stereotypical 

image of a soldier who’s been to war. He’s very affable, friendly and loves animals – his 

best friend is his cat Charlie. I’ve heard him say on more than one occasion that he could 

never go hunting, as he would feel bad killing a defenseless animal like a deer. I was 

interested in this mentality of what I think to be how most soldiers feel. When war comes 

down to shots fired between two groups of people, there’s an even-handedness to it. In 

the case of the US Army against the Comanche, both were armed with rifles and other 

weapons as well as their own set of tactics and that kind of fighting continues to this day. 
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There is of course, more of an advantage to one side than the other, but the mere fact that 

they are shooting at each other makes the decision to shoot back easier for most. Which is 

why there is something that seems particularly tragic about killing a defenseless animal 

simply to prevent other people from using it. But as much as I was interested in this 

perspective, realizing that the Comanche angle from the story was pivotal became the 

most formative early development.   
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Chapter 3: A Third Act Becomes a New Beginning 

There is a shock that I believe is important to undergo when you enter an M.F.A. 

program. That shock can best be summed up as: “Hey, you’re not as good as you think 

you are at this.” When you get accepted into a program based on artistic merits, your 

head does tend to grow a little. You think you have it all figured out and that the program 

will work around what you already do as a writer.  

That was a huge misconception and I’m glad it was.  

If it wasn’t clear in the previous chapter that my initial conception of Palo Duro 

was overall flawed, I will just say that it was and I needed to hear that it was. The course 

instructor for the one and only screenwriting class our program allowed us to take our 

first semester was taught by Stuart Kelban who asked us to provide loglines for two 

feature scripts. We would then write extended loglines for each of these and then page 

long outlines based on those (Appendix A). It was the page long outline that showed the 

lack of foundation in the story that was Palo Duro. Explaining this exercise will help 

provide context as to why. The page outline is useful because it forces you to break your 

story into three acts using only one page. You reduce the story to its major beats and each 

act into essentially a paragraph apiece. This gives you the bare bones of your story and 

can quickly illustrate whether or not there’s a story at all.  

My first page outline showed what you saw in chapter two. That being that this 

“outline” was not enough to fill a story and it was Stuart that showed me how it might fill 

a story. He took to the white board and talked about the biggest moment in this outline: 

the execution of the horses, which I had used as my third act. He asked a simple, but 

effective question: Why is it the third act? The answer was equally simple and effective: 

It shouldn’t be. The death of the horses should be the beginning of the story. This was the 
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beginning of a lesson that would carry throughout graduate school and that I still 

remember with each new outline I start for each new script. Writers let very specific 

scenes invade their minds when they first think of an idea for a story. However, it is a 

common mistake to put so much value into those scenes that we think that they deserve to 

be the finale of the movie when it would in fact, be more valuable to use them as a 

jumping off point and to escalate from there.  This took me into newer, more exciting 

territory for my story, but it would still be one that I wouldn’t write.  
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Chapter 4: Maybe It Isn’t a Film  

I don’t think that you need to always adhere to three-act structure. I do think that 

you should at least try. Maybe that will change, but when I ran a workshop for the 

Introduction to Screenwriting class, I would inevitably get students who thought it was 

clever or smart to try to break that mold. The quick response I always go to is something 

along the lines of: “We haven’t been using three-act structure since Aristotle because we 

like the number three. We do it because it works and it’s a proven good way to structure a 

story.” This is all to say that I appreciate that the program starts with a course on how to 

write and structure feature films because I think that structure can be applied across all 

forms of screenwriting. However, it was during this semester that I began to discover I 

wasn’t all that interested in writing feature films.  

 I love film and there are still few better experiences in my life that beat going to a 

movie theater (half of my graduate school experience was shaped by weekly trips to the 

Alamo Drafthouse). However, I grew up on television and my college years were a 

transformative time for the medium. I got a late start with film in undergrad. I felt like I 

was seeing Bicycle Thieves and Rules of the Game two years behind everyone else. But 

what I was ahead of everyone on was television. While a lot of people I knew were 

watching Fellini or Ozu, I was ordering seasons of The Wire from Netflix and watching 

them two discs at a time (I actually watched all five seasons of The Wire this way). I 

spent my summers less concerned with watching Orson Welles and more concerned with 

watching Friday Night Lights and Battlestar Galactica. This all on top of the fact that I 

had grown up on endless repeats of Friends and The Simpsons. I felt more of a kinship 

with a season of television than most films. And as a result, the more I thought about it 

the more I wanted to pursue a way of creating that for other people.  
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 I wrote a new outline based on Stuart’s feedback and this introduced a vital, new 

element to the story: a Comanche character. In this version, I opened on the execution of 

the horses at Palo Duro and then had Henry desert the Army as a result. Cut to seven 

years later and we’d find Henry living as a rancher. He would then find a young 

Comanche boy (around 16) hiding in stables on his land after having been attacked by 

white Texans. Henry would then have to help the boy get back to his tribe. This version 

seemed to go over much better with the workshop, even though there was still much 

missing from it and the central idea still raised a lot of questions. Stuart suggested still 

starting with the execution of the horses, but avoiding a seven-year time jump. He 

encouraged me to follow the story of Henry immediately after having to execute the 

horses and then deserting. There were good ideas in that feature, but there was something 

that I wasn’t connecting to ultimately.  

 I could see then that I wanted it to be a TV show even if I wasn’t immediately 

sure what that would look like. I was growing more and more interested in the Comanche 

culture and the world of that time and I thought it needed more than a feature film to 

explore it. I also believe it was partly a decision to simply have patience. Had I forced 

myself into writing it that semester, I wouldn’t have the version I have today. I would 

have something, but it wouldn’t be something that I could feel fully satisfied with. It 

would’ve been something that I wrote out of obligation to class deadlines and not because 

I felt really passionate about it. And this was a world I was growing more and more 

passionate about.  

 I was also learning that I wasn’t the developed writer I thought I was yet. 

Members of my cohort wrote truly excellent scripts that semester, but I don’t believe 

myself to be one of them. To this day, I’m not satisfied with the feature I chose to write 

that fall and then rewrite the next spring. In spite of that, looking back, I am very satisfied 
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with the lessons I learned and that I chose to develop my craft with a story that I’m 

comfortable leaving behind me, rather than one that I would’ve never been.  
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Chapter 5: Leaving Palo Duro  

 I never did make the camping trip to Palo Duro Canyon State Park. We opted for 

Colorado Bend instead (which is beautiful and does deserve some sort of script). When 

living this story in my head, however, I was always in Palo Duro, and now I began 

thinking that it was time to leave.  

 The Battle of Palo Duro Canyon is endlessly fascinating to me and will never stop 

being that. However, that doesn’t make it a good permanent setting for a show and yet, I 

found it hard to let go of. I found myself thinking of ways that I could incorporate Palo 

Duro more forcefully into the show. It was, after all, where this idea started – surely I 

couldn’t just leave it behind. So how could I make some version of Palo Duro Canyon 

and Palo Duro, my original idea, work in a TV show version of this?  

 To answer that, I first needed to answer where this show would spend at least half 

of its time if it wasn’t to spend all of it in the Canyon. Where (and when) could that be? 

To answer that I had to figure out what it was about this world and time in American 

history that I found so alluring. Looking back, I can identify the following:  

1. The cycle of violence perpetuated through the Comanche/settler relationship. 

These two groups continually committed brutal acts of violence against one 

another in an effort to either force one way of life or resist another. The nomadic 

and multi-tribe nature of the Comanche made it difficult to maintain a peace 

treaty and the indifferent nature of American settlers made it difficult to maintain 

any land treaty or promises the government made to the Comanche people. 

Inevitably, a band of Comanche would raid settlers in brutal fashion and settlers 

would enact their own form of violence against the people. It was a relationship 

decidedly characterized by fear and distrust.   
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2. Stemming from that first interest, I became interested in how these two groups 

would eventually come to live together after the US government imposed 

reservation life amongst a people who had only known life on the Plains and on 

near-constant move. How do two groups of people, who fear and dislike each 

other to brutal measures, eventually come to live adjacent one another?  

What would satisfy these answers became clear through what needed to come 

next: research.    
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Chapter 6: Research, et al.   

 Research can be a great enabler or a crippling disabler.  Two writing professors at 

UT told me something along similar lines: research is good and it should be done, but 

trying to do too much can serve only to prevent you from writing. One told me that you 

should just get to know a enough about your subject to start writing and then do more and 

more research as you write.  

 That raises a lot of complicated questions for someone interested in writing 

historical fiction, especially when dealing with another culture of a Native American tribe 

and a formative time in their history. When is the research enough? When am I ready to 

tell a story from the perspective of a Comanche person? Where can I responsibly take the 

story? Can I answer challenges on the facts or emotions of the characters?  

 Fortunately, I would come to discover the answer to these is fairly uncomplicated 

if you’re willing to accept it: the research is never done.  

 I am happy with the current state of this script, but I know that continuing to 

research the Comanche people, talk to experts in the field, talk to members of the 

Comanche nation, examining documents from the time and more will only make my 

script stronger. I used multiple nonfiction sources for this project including Empire of the 

Summer Moon, Comanches: The History of a People, United States-Comanche Relations: 

The Reservation Years, Comanche Society: Before the Reservation and numerous online 

resources. Those allowed me to feel confident enough to begin to tell this story and most 

importantly to identify the emotions of the world. There are liberties that you can take 

with historical fiction – bumping up a certain event a little earlier than it may have 

happened, combining multiple figures, simplifying actions for the sake of the story when 

appropriate, but all these things considered, I don’t feel comfortable taking liberties with 
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emotions. My main concern was getting a sense of what this world was like so that the 

characters that inhabited it would behave honestly to it. I didn’t want the Comanche 

people unconcerned with their day-to-day life if text showed that they would be 

concerned with the treatment they were receiving from the Army. I didn’t want to show 

the Army to be comfortable with the Comanche people being too far away for them to 

watch when they were not at the time.  

 Through reading the pages of these books, I would find the facts, the emotions 

and the most important beginning step: the world.  
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Chapter 7: A Whole New World, New Character and New Show 

 In the time between writing the initial outline of Palo Duro and actually writing 

the first draft of the pilot version of it, I had written a feature and a pilot, both set in 

Texas. In fact, one of them was another historical drama set in a more obscure era of 

Texas’ history. Harkening back to an earlier point, I was dedicated to making Texas a 

consistent muse. And to call back to another point made earlier, it’s hard to part ways 

with part of an idea you’ve grown attached to. But the fact of the matter is that part of this 

story was a story of Texas, but the aftermath of it wasn’t necessarily.  

 My research took me to where the Comanche nation ended up post-Red River 

War: the Fort Sill Reservation in Oklahoma. The US government was going to make their 

biggest effort yet to force the Comanche to assimilate to their society and reservation life 

was a part of that. They were attempting to make ranchers and farmers out of former 

nomadic buffalo hunters and struggling to do so. This was an entire nation of people who 

had lived a certain way for hundreds of years and the government was trying to force 

them to become something else in the span of a decade.  

 Reservation life was decidedly difficult for the Comanche people. They did not 

get rations or supplies as often as they were promised and many failed to become self-

sustaining, as the government had expected due to the reasons listed above. The 

management of the Comanche at this reservation essentially fell at the feet of two US 

government entities: the Indian Agent who represented the Bureau of Indian Affairs and 

the US Army stationed at Fort Sill. Unlike the setting of Palo Duro Canyon, this was a 

setting that could properly support a TV show – it had groups of people dealing with 

sustained conflict and consistent setting in which I could place my main cast of 
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characters. The issue now was that while the world was formed, the characters either did 

not fully exist in it or did not yet have a place in it.  

 I developed a new version of Henry that would come into play, but still had roots 

one of the original Palo Duro ideas, but most importantly, I developed the new character 

of Adoette. As can be seen in the first written outline of her in Appendix B, Adoette was 

to be a 16 year old Comanche girl who had essentially grown up in two worlds: the first 

being the world of Comanche on the run from the Army, a small sliver of that nomadic 

lifestyle; the second of course being the reservation life. She lost her father in the Battle 

of Palo Duro Canyon and this experience shaped her moving forward. She wasn’t happy 

with her life or the life of her people.  

 Developing Adoette allowed me to realize what this story could be: a dual 

protagonist show that I was calling True Grit meets True Detective. Essentially, it would 

be a Western anthology series with each season tackling a different serialized story in the 

American West. I had been inspired by the then-recent trend of anthology shows on 

television networks. The first season of True Detective and Fargo had premiered and 

delivered incredibly strong seasons of television, made more impactful by the fact that 

they told a complete story. In the next year, American Crime Story: The People vs. OJ 

Simpson would premiere along with other limited series such as Olive Kitteridge and 

Show Me a Hero convincing me that this form was the way to go. This limited series 

would revolve around the lives of Henry and Adoette colliding. These were two people 

shaped by the conflict that had existed between their respective peoples before either of 

them was born. Henry’s sister had been the victim of a Comanche raid in which she was 

kidnapped, sexually abused and later recovered, but never to be the same person. 

Adoette’s father was killed while trying to fight against the life the US government 

wished to impose on him and his people. I believed then (and now) that Adoette’s 
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inclusion only made the world stronger and the characters around her stronger. She was a 

perspective that I was missing in those early ideas and one that I would develop further as 

I dove into my first draft.  
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Chapter 8: Writing the First Draft 

I had done the research, I had gotten rid of the first bad idea and I had identified a 

new world to set this story in. Now I just need to write…right?  

 As is often the case in screenwriting, things didn’t happen that quickly or that 

easily. I entered our Fall 2015 screenwriting class with Richard Lewis with a new outline 

(Appendix B). In this version, Henry Still was formerly known as Jack Thomas, who was 

a soldier at the Battle of Palo Duro Canyon but deserted and would later assume the 

identity of Henry Still. I also needed a profession for Henry and this being a western, I 

decided to put him in the role of sheriff in a small fictional settlement near the Fort Sill 

Indian Reservation.  

And, like any good screenplay, I needed an inciting incident. What was going to 

kickstart this story and push the world of Henry and Adoette together. It may seem easy 

and overly simple, but the answer to me was that this story needed a murder and by 

extension, a mystery. I believe that this also made thematic sense as the Comanche/settler 

relationship had been primarily defined by violence and the fear of violence from both 

parties. The initial idea illustrated in the outline in Appendix B was that this murder 

would take place somewhere between the jurisdiction of Henry’s town and Fort Sill. The 

victims would also be Adoette’s family – an uncle and two cousins. Henry’s jurisdiction 

in the town and his being tasked with carrying out the execution of the man who falsely 

confesses to the crime would bring him into Adoette’s orbit and her into his and 

eventually set their relationship down its path. As seen in that outline, Henry and Adoette 

essentially take part in the murder and cover up of one of the soldiers who actually helped 

with the murder of Adoette’s family.  
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There were a few major problems noted in this early outline that led to changes 

afterwards:  

1. Henry’s backstory wasn’t registering as particularly interesting to 

people and reading it now, I’m a little embarrassed that I ever let myself 

think that I could basically do the Don Draper/Dick Whitman story 

from Mad Men. He also felt disconnected from the reservation and Fort 

Sill being in a completely different town. People also found the 

jurisdiction confusing.  

2. The presence of the character of The Grifter who would falsely confess 

to the killings felt a little too random and convenient for people.  

3. Adoette is an interesting character, but there didn’t seem to be much 

interaction between her and the world and how it had shaped her. This 

caused her interactions with Henry to feel a little too convenient.  

4. Richard Lewis indicated that he thought Henry being only 35 and 

Adoette 16 opened the door for people to interpret a romance between 

the two. I really didn’t want this so I had to account for it in some way.  

Our next assignment was to revise the first outline based on the feedback given 

from our first workshop. Those changes can be seen in the step outline in 

Appendix C. The major changes revolved around Henry and the circumstances on 

the deaths that would set everything into motion:  

1. Henry would still be the sheriff of the settlement, but he would no 

longer have a secret past. Instead, he would be a veteran who was 

starting to crack under the nonstop violence of the frontier that he had 

been experiencing his whole life.  
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2. Adoette’s family would no longer be murdered; instead it would be two 

Comanche men and a white settler. However, her uncle (essentially 

now a father figure to her) would be framed for the murder and hanged 

by the end of the pilot.  

Problems that still existed in this version included that the relationship between 

the town and the Fort still wasn’t clear. Adoette being around Henry all the time felt a 

little too convenient, especially with them living miles apart. Not to mention people still 

had the impression that a romance could form between the two of them even though I had 

aged Henry into his 50s and Adoette to 18.  

I wasn’t sure how to address some of these concerns. However, my research was 

still ongoing and I came across a pivotal moment for the Comanche people in both 

United States–Comanche Relations and Empire of the Summer Moon. This moment was 

the decision made in 1885 for Comanche begin leasing the land that they had been given 

by the government to farm and raise cattle on to actual white cattle ranchers.  

This fact might seem incredibly simple on the surface, but once again, I found a 

new world opened up for me. I would now completely cut Henry as a sheriff in a nearby 

settlement. He would instead be a former Texas Ranger (who had their own specific kind 

of violent past with Native Americans) who had just retired and was moving to 

Oklahoma having been set up with a lease of some Comanche land courtesy an old Army 

friend at Fort Sill. Another important addition was the character of Jack Still, Henry’s 

teenage son. This not only gave Henry more of a reason to fight and live when the time 

comes, but it also provided a more age appropriate romantic interested for Adoette to 

help deflect some of the perceptions of her and Henry together. I still needed him to act 

as some sort of active agent in the murders that would occur at the beginning of the pilot 

so I used his past and more research to my advantage. At this time, there were essentially 
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two reservations: one at Fort Sill and one more up north called the Wichita Agency. I had 

learned in my research that the government wished to merge Fort Sill with the Wichita 

Agency, but was dealing with some trepidation amongst both the Comanche people and 

the Army leadership at Fort Sill.  

I used this to my advantage as I had Henry’s old Army friend essentially ask him 

to keep an eye on the Wichita Reservation – which he would be closer to – since Henry 

was a former Ranger and someone that he trusted. Things would come more into Henry’s 

orbit as Adoette’s uncle would be arrested for the murder of the three men (now two 

Comanche and a black soldier) and she would drag him into the “investigation” to clear 

her uncle’s name.  

As I mentioned earlier, I was looking for a world and characters to sustain a show 

and while this wasn’t yet the most fully formed version I could have, it was getting 

closer. The rancher/reservation/Army conflict had more tension and newness to it than 

anything else I had conceived so far. Adoette and Henry’s stories overlapping felt natural 

and like they had actual episodes worth of content in them. By the time I finished my first 

draft in Richard’s class, I felt that I could call it a very rough, but mostly solid foundation 

from which to start rewriting. Which, especially after my experience with my feature my 

first semester, I was more than happy to call this. The biggest sticking point seemed to be 

the original ending (Appendix D). Essentially, this story would have a drunken, 

aggressive Sergeant confronting Adoette and Jack as they dug up the body of the black 

soldier to show that he had been scalped which would essentially show that her uncle was 

not the killer since Comanche did not scalp buffalo soldiers. This was a story element 

again aided by research and a recent acquisition of a copy of Empire of the Summer 

Moon. Henry would come across the Sergeant as he is about to kill Adoette and Jack. 

After some quick words that verify that the Sergeant character was involved in the 
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murders and frame job of Adoette’s uncle, he tries to attack Henry who eventually stabs 

him in the throat. Henry has the Sergeant buried and initially elects to do nothing more to 

help Adoette or her uncle but is motivated to change his mind by Jack. The pilot ends 

with Henry, in an attempt to buy time for Adoette’s uncle, telling his old Army friend that 

there might be people in Texas who want to talk to her uncle in connection with other 

deaths. This is simply a lie for him to buy time, which the Army friend seems to realize 

and sets up for Henry to return to Texas under escort of two of his men. It’s indicated that 

this could be a trap to get Henry killed for prying where he shouldn’t have and the pilot 

ends on a question of what Henry and Adoette will do next to get out of this situation.  

This ending failed to register as many felt that the uncle character should have 

been hanged. I felt conflicted about this choice as I thought that it left less open for future 

episodes to explore, even in the limited series format I chosen to pursue. I did, however, 

write this version of the last act (Appendix E) and this was the draft that I would enter my 

thesis meetings with.  

There is much to reflect upon in this first draft experience. The first was the actual 

process of developing the idea. Whereas the potential for story changes had frozen me to 

the point of putting the project off in my first semester, I now felt I was more adept at 

adapting to the suggestions and making helpful changes based on feedback. I believe is 

owed in large part to Beau Thorne’s rewriting class in which we were taught how to take 

notes. Early feedback I got suggested simply that something about Henry wasn’t 

registering and it was up to me to guess what. Because of that class, I was able to identify 

the note behind the note and make changes to Henry’s character that eventually made him 

a stronger character. The style of the class was also a useful learning experience and 

developmental tool. Richard placed an emphasis on writing pages and completing the 

actual project instead of tinkering and tweaking until it’s just right. I don’t believe that I 
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wrote a perfect or even near complete first draft. But I did write a first draft. I believe it 

was Stuart Kelban who said in our first semester that the only reason you write a first 

draft is so that you can write a second draft. The process of that class encouraged me to 

simply put a first draft to paper so that I would actually have the option of pursuing a 

second draft. The pace of the class allowed me to do it quickly enough that I didn’t sit 

around and drive myself crazy thinking about how I hadn’t done enough research or how 

certain story elements weren’t yet right.  

This experience was unique in that it was a rare, positive first draft experience. So 

positive in fact, that I eventually elected to revise the script as my thesis project which is 

what took me to the summer of 2016.  
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Chapter 9: Thesis Meeting at High Noon (Or 9 AM) 

I finished my first draft of the script then called The Frontier in November of 

2015 and didn’t think much about it until the time to select a thesis came in mid-spring of 

2016. It was strange to avoid thinking about a script that I had spent nearly all of grad 

school thinking about in some way or another. Complicating things further, in the spring, 

I had chosen to take a break from writing dramatic scripts and write a half hour animated 

pilot. I am happy with that pilot, but the detrimental effect it had was shifting my brain 

so…dramatically from writing a Western drama that I became initially reluctant to revisit 

The Frontier.  

To speak candidly, this was also in the midst of a debate I was having with myself 

about what sort of television writer I wanted to angle myself as. Ultimately, I don’t think 

it will be important what genre I wanted to write in when I was 25 years old, but I had 

just gotten back from a trip to Los Angeles and people kept telling me that it did matter. 

This was annoying and confusing and it messed with my head going towards the end of 

my last semester of workshops at UT. I can’t say that I’ve regained any major clarity 

since then on which I should focus on more, but I have figured out not to worry so much 

about it.  

This was helped in part by work on my thesis, which began with my notes 

meeting with my thesis committee in May 2015. I asked professors Cindy McCreery and 

Richard Lewis to be my committee members and gave them what I thought was a 

revolutionary idea on how to revise this script. My pitch was to essentially cut Henry 

down to a supporting character and make Adoette the one true lead. I felt that her story 

was the most interesting and one that we hadn’t necessarily seen before in Westerns. 

Thankfully, I had asked Cindy and Richard to be on my committee because of their 
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semesters worth of valuable feedback and insight and they immediately provided it in 

regards to this idea.  

They were mostly in agreement that the script was a solid foundation on which to 

build, so much so that they thought it was unnecessary to take such a drastic revision step 

at this point in cutting Henry’s character down so much. They had many notes regarding 

more details of the script regarding world building, character actions and plot 

movements. They wanted to know more about the men who were murdered (as no details 

were really provided previously). They wanted to see more of the Comanche culture and 

more of Henry’s reactions to their people as well as Adoette’s to her own people. Henry 

seemed a bit too soft towards Adoette and the Comanche overall in the first draft, which 

didn’t seem to be sitting right with the world. Additionally, Adoette seemed a bit too 

muted in how the world operated around her, she needed to have more of a reaction to the 

death and ripping apart of her family and way of life.  

The one big, broad note was to use this revision opportunity to do an “emotional 

pass” on the script and to find a way to amp everything up so that the story feels 

distinctive through the characters. They felt that it might be lacking that big emotional 

punch and/or edge in its current state and that finding a way to bring that out through the 

characters could be most the most beneficial revision I could make.  

As a dedicated viewer of television for a long time, I do believe that it is the 

characters and not the plot that ultimately will make or break a show. The prime example 

to me will always be Lost. Lost had numerous high concept elements and mysteries that 

kept people talking about the show, but what ultimately made it a success was the 

characters and their relationships. This is evidenced by the seemingly endless line of 

mythology driven network shows like The Event, V, and Flashforward that followed Lost 

and failed because they only retained the superficial elements of the show.  
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So with Cindy and Richard’s notes in hand, I set out to brainstorm how I would 

write a similar, but different, version of The Frontier with more emotion and stronger 

characters.  
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Chapter 10: The (Almost) Final Frontier 

Journeying off into a new draft of the script came at a hectic time for me. In the 

span of five days I drove out to Los Angeles with my two cats and girlfriend, signed a 

lease for an apartment and started an internship. It was difficult to find the time and space 

in my head to think about rewriting my thesis, but I eventually found it amongst the 

chaos.  

I first got to thinking about Cindy and Richard’s big note to bring an emotional 

edge to the script. My committee had said that they caution against making many changes 

to the structure of the script, a note I was happy to adhere to. However, as I began to re-

outline a new draft, I realized that bringing out the characters in this world more meant 

pushing movements in the central story back a few steps. This began with the time jump 

of the first draft: after Adoette finds the body in the teaser, the first draft jumps forward 

by a week at the start of act one. My committee expressed that this didn’t give us a 

chance to a) track with the emotion of Adoette as she’s discovered these bodies and b) 

follow the chain of events that immediately follow the discovery of the bodies.   

This change meant that I had to bring Henry and Jack into Adoette’s orbit in a 

different way, which I did by having them discover the crime scene on their way to their 

ranch right after she does. I attempted to display the immediate distrust that exists 

between someone like Henry and someone like Adoette. I also tried to draw parallels 

between Jack and Adoette’s aversion to violence and how they might be roped into it 

against their wishes. The biggest change that occurred as a result of them meeting in this 

way was that the arrest of her uncle, Pah’Choko got pushed back to act three where it 

previously happened at the end of act one. Not jumping over the in between actions of the 

murder did not allow me to get to the arrest as quickly, but I believe that the end result of 
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this was a net positive. This allowed me to develop Henry and Adoette’s worlds and 

characters prior to Pah’Choko’s arrest so that it haves more weight. I was also able to 

include a scene at a peyote ritual – a growing spiritual movement on the Comanche 

reservations around this time – as a result of giving the script more room to breathe.  

One of the bigger changes with the second half of the script, however, came in the 

form of where we leave Adoette’s uncle and who exactly Henry and the group become 

responsible for killing. Richard and Cindy had given me a note about not killing off the 

Sergeant Grant character as it left a void of villains moving forward. For that reason, I 

opted to kill off the Medic, which I ultimately felt was a stronger choice for the following 

reasons:  

1. They kill someone who has shown remorse, ultimately making it more of 

a tragic death. It also makes Henry look like more of a bad guy.  

2. Killing him gives Grant more of a reason to increase his villainous actions 

in future episodes.  

3. It gave Adoette more guilt to carry moving forward and adds to the trauma 

she’s accumulating. I wanted to show how hard this world would be on 

someone like Adoette and this choice helped illustrate that.  

What this death does for Henry and Adoette is the culmination of the choices I 

had made to make their character (hopefully) stronger from the first draft. For Henry, it 

was to give him more of an edge and illustrate that he is not an even “mostly” good man. 

In each draft leading up to this, there was something more redeemable in him. I still feel 

like that’s there, but I wanted to give him something to do that would be difficult to come 

back from as the series progresses. For Adoette, it was the final act that would show how 

brutal this world would be for someone like her. Killing the Medic showed Henry’s 

disregard for what happens to her and that this system was not built to help her. The 
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Medic is not the man who should’ve died and his death changes nothing about the fact 

that her uncle is wrongfully imprisoned and that her family’s land is in danger of being 

taken away (again). I also wanted to create a scenario that was seemingly unsolvable for 

Adoette to set up for the rest of the season in which she would will her way to some form 

of retribution. 

Doing these things, however, also meant that I cut down some subplots and 

characters such as Adoette’s younger brother going to an Indian boarding school and 

Nocona’s presence in the story. I do feel that this was the right decision as this story is 

ultimately about these two families and how they will affect one another. Future episodes 

could build out the side characters more, but with the pilot, I decided I wanted to focus on 

this central interaction for both thematic effect and script expediency (the first draft stood 

around 68 pages, the current at 61).  

Ultimately, I do feel that this rewrite solved broader issues that existed within the 

first draft. I felt relieved and even moderately accomplished in finishing and submitting 

this rewrite. However, I knew that what mattered most isn’t what just happened, but what 

comes next.  
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Chapter 11: The 3:10 to Who-Knows-Where 

 The worst thing about finishing any draft of a script is knowing that it still isn’t 

done. The best thing is that you get to find new ways to make the story you’re trying to 

tell even better. I know that the draft of the script now titled The West (previously The 

Frontier, previously Palo Duro) won’t be the last draft I write. Nor should it be, there’s 

still work to be done. While I do think the characters are stronger in this draft, I think 

they could still be stronger and I would like to do this in the first 30 or so pages while I 

build to the arrest of the uncle. To me, this draft was about reorienting my focus on 

Adoette and Henry and now that I’ve found a way to do that, I can go back and figure out 

what makes them even more unique as people.  

 Additionally, I can continue doing research and continue adding elements into this 

world that make it more true to life and show people why it is so fascinating and why it’s 

still relevant to experience in some way today. Westerns are…a hard sell in today’s 

television environment. Previously one of the staple genres of film and television, they’ve 

now been deemed too expensive to warrant the attention they draw. But I still think we 

have a lot to learn from this time period and the genre. Westerns were previously modes 

through which filmmakers told stories that reinforced America’s perception of 

masculinity and general manifest destiny and I’m hoping to do the opposite with this 

script. I think that Henry is something of a coward – he’s lived his whole life believing 

himself to be the victim for simply having to live near the Comanche and continually 

takes action to avoid responsibility in the pilot. That isn’t to say that he’s not redeemable 

in some way, but I do not think that his default setting is “hero.” I want Adoette’s 

perspective to bring something new to the genre. The deck in this world is stacked against 

her in just about every way possible. I don’t think I’m quite there yet in illustrating how 
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that feels for her or how she’ll continue to push against it, but I think I’m closer with this 

draft and happy for that progress.  

 Outside of this script, what’s next for me as a writer? It’s hard to say in some 

ways. I might take a break from this and write a draft of a new pilot or go and rewrite 

another one. I think I’m now mostly committed to writing hour-long pilots, but we’ll see 

how long that lasts.  

 I’m not particularly worried about what comes next (except for those random 

nights when I need something to have anxiety about). I think that’s because I do feel that 

this M.F.A. program has uniquely prepared me for what I’m currently trying to do. I 

don’t just feel like a more educated writer, I feel like a more educated viewer of film and 

television, more educated about the workings of the industry and about how to take 

feedback and incorporate it in a useful way. If you can take an entire classroom full of 

people telling you that there are major problems with something you’ve poured your 

heart into, you can pretty much handle anything. I came into the program thinking so 

drastically different about writing than I do now. To the degree that I almost don’t 

acknowledge the growth I’ve had in just two and a half years because it would be like 

acknowledging the existence of two different people that have occupied the same body in 

that same time span.   

 I started this report and graduate school with the idea of Texas as my muse and 

trying to reckon with where that fit in my process of writing. I leave the M.F.A. program 

at UT happy knowing that that is now engrained in my writing, whether or not my script 

takes place in Texas or has characters from Texas, I now know that I am very much of 

Texas as a writer. What I think I gained most from UT is the ability to separate myself as 

a writer from the “industry” (even though we definitely learned about that), an ability to 

not concern myself with what I think will sell, but what I think makes a good story. Most 
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importantly, I saw that in the scripts those in my cohort created. I didn’t see people trying 

to make money, I saw people deeply inspired by their subjects and nursing a passion to 

tell their story. If there’s one hope I have from my time in the program it’s that people 

saw the same of me. Nothing else matters for now.  
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Appendix A: Palo Duro Extended Logline 

  

Premise #1 - Palo Duro

500 - In 1874, a young soldier, Henry Miles, is serving under the leadership of Colonel 
Randald Mackenzie in the Fourth United States Calvary. They are part of a campaign to 
force Comanche, Kiowa and other Native American tribes back onto the reservations 
they have recently abandoned. Henry, is from a frontier home in Texas. His father was a 
rancher who raised cattle. His mother passed giving birth to Henry’s younger sister. 
Rising tensions between the Comanche and tejanos led the Comanche to conduct raids 
on homes on the frontiers where they would slaughter cattle and often kidnap people. 
Henry’s home was the victim to one of these raids wherein the family’s cattle was 
slaughtered and his sister was kidnapped. His sister was later returned but lives in a 
fragile near catatonic state now. Henry is passive by nature but joined the Army after his 
father lost his land. He thinks this will be his way to get revenge, at least he tells 
everyone that’s why he’s there. Henry has an affinity for horses as they were among 
what they raised on their land. He hopes to become a part of the calvary eventually as 
opposed to just infantry. He takes extra steps to be around calvary member’s horses, 
help feed and take care of them. 

The Native Americans are masters of guerrilla warfare which leads to the company 
being on tense and paranoid guard at all times. The column eventually intercepts a 
comanchero, a Mexican gunrunner who works with the Native Americans, by the name 
of Jose Tafoya. In an effort to find the band of Natives they are chasing, Mackenzie has 
Tafoya stretched against a wagon wheel. Henry is forced to assist with this. Under the 
threat of torture, Tafoya reveals that the band of Natives are hiding in Palo Duro 
Canyon, a location previously unknown to the Americans. 

The column marches for Palo Duro and camp out in Tule Canyon, where they are 
attacked by a band of Natives one night. Henry wants to use this as his opportunity to 
kill the Natives who ruined his life. However, during the skirmish, he is unable to bring 
himself to kill anyone. The column soon marches for Palo Duro and Henry sees the 
approaching battle as an opportunity to redeem the ineffectiveness he showed at Tule. 
During the Battle of Palo Duro Canyon, the Natives mainly attempt to provide cover 
while the women, children and elderly escape. Henry notices this and is, once again, 
ineffective at killing the Natives he enlisted to kill. However, the battle is won and the 
Natives are driven from their some 1500 horses, guns and winter provisions. 

They leave the canyon with the Native’s horses and having burned most of their 
supplies. The Colonel then gives the command that they are to take 1100 horses and 
slaughter them nearby so as to prevent the Native’s from trying to recapture them. 
Henry and the column are forced to execute the horses on the plains near Palo Duro 
Canyon. More shots are fired here than at the actual battle. The men leave the horse 
corpses in the plains for the Comanche to discover and return to their column more 
shaken from this than from the battle. One of the Sergeants is suffering from severe 
fatigue and is dismounted from his horse. Mackenzie orders Henry to watch after the 
Sergeant’s horse on their return march.  

Nathan Pesina - Premise Assignment 
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Appendix B: Red River Outline 

 

 
 
Nathan Pesina 
Red River  

LOGLINE 
 

In 1880s Oklahoma, the lives of a small town sheriff and a 16 year old Comanche girl intersect 
due to the brutal murder of three members of her tribe and family. They work to unravel what's 
happened as the violent act threatens to disrupt the fragile peace between the Native people 
and the town neighboring their reservation.   
 

THE WORLD OF THE STORY  
 

Red River takes place across many decades of Texas/Oklahoma history and examines the 
settler/Comanche conflicts. Our central story takes place in 1884 Oklahoma with flashbacks that 
take us to 1870s Texas.  
 
The main world of the story centers around the Anadarko Comanche Indian reservation and the 
entities that neighbor it: the Army outpost, Fort Sill and neighboring town, Grafon. In 1874, fed 
up with years of reservation life fraught with neglect and promises gone unkept, a large group of 
Comanche and Kiowa abandoned their reservation. Some staged vicious attacks on frontier 
homes. An army campaign that would become known as the Red River War crushed their 
efforts and forced them back onto the reservation for good.  
 
By 1884, there is hardly any fight left in the Comanche people. The US government is 
attempting to assimilate them into their culture. They’re trying to turn the former buffalo hunters 
into farmers. They’re trying to introduce them to their religion and give them their education. All 
the while still not giving them the proper living conditions they deserve. When we enter the world 
of Anadarko  Fort Sill  Grafon, tensions are already high between the Comanche, the Army 
and the settlers. Everyone knows that another conflict could spark at any moment and when it 
does, the entire community responds in their own way.  
 

CHARACTERS  
 

ADOETTE (16)  Adoette is a 16 year old girl who has grown up a culture of death and despair 
not ideal for someone her age. Her early life was shaped by her people’s last fight against the 
people who oppressed them and witnessing her father die in battle. Since then, she has 
watched her people compromise everything that made her family take up arms in the first place. 
She is not satisfied with the roles Comanche women are offered. She wants to go on what few 
buffalo hunts are still offered, she wants to join the band of Comanche warriors that still 
abandon the reservation from time to time. She has always refused to attend school and 
therefore has a very basic grasp on reading and writing, but is very capable in shooting, 
crafting/maintaining weapons and hunting. She resents her tribe’s leadership, particularly 
Quanah Parker, for where they’ve brought her people. She is too young to recognize the politics 
of it all, but she sees it as a betrayal of her father’s sacrifice.  
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Appendix C: The Frontier Step Outline
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Appendix D: Original Ending 
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Appendix E: Original Ending 2.0 
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